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also includes google slides 

Light Heat Sound



This bundle includes resources
created for students with
significant challenges (like
autism and ID) who were
several years behind their

peers. This is a great way to
expose all students to the

same curriculum their peers
are following. 



Light Energy (2 weeks)
Thermal Energy (2 weeks)
Sound Energy (2 weeks)

This bundle includes 3 different units that are typically taught in
high school.  It includes:

1.
2.
3.

All units have
printable AND

digital
versions 



Detailed lesson plans
A book PLUS a pre-recorded PowerPoint show and movie version
Vocabulary cards
Circle maps
Sorting activities
Labeling and sequencing activities
Hands-on activities 
Close worksheets (fill in the blank)
Assessments (3 versions)

All the units contain similar activities so students become familiar with
the format and can concentrate more on the content. Although there is
some variation, each unit has:

All units have
printable AND

digital
versions 



 Every unit has a
table of contents. 

 There is a separate
file with directions

and links to the
digital activities. 



 Every unit has a
detailed lesson plan
with suggestions, a

quick look, and a
daily step-by-step

guide. 



 Every unit has a
book with simple

text and engaging
photos.  It comes in a

pdf, recorded
PowerPoint show,
and an mp4 file. 



 Every unit has a
vocabulary board to

use while working
through the unit. 

 Suggestions for use
are included. 



 Every unit has 10-15
vocabulary cards. 

 There are
suggestions for daily

group activities to
review.



 There are also cut
and paste activities

to review the images
used as well as the

definitions. 



Each unit comes with 1
or more circle maps to

visually review the
main facts from the

book.  These come with
an errorless option and
an option with wrong

answers mixed in. 



Most units have
sorting activities. 

 There are suggestions
for how to

differentiate these
quickly included.



There are matching and
sequencing activities. 

 Suggestions for
differentiation are

included.



There are hands-on
activities with pages to

walk through the
scientific method step

by step.



All units include fill-in-
the-blank worksheets to
review concepts covered

in the book and unit.
Answer keys included.



Finally, each unit has an
assessment that is

available in 3 versions. 
 These are given 1:1 and

read aloud to the
student.



All of these units include digital versions of the activities.  These
simply require the student to click and drag the answers.  There is
no drawing or typing involved.

There is a movie version of the book.

There are 2 complete sets of slides.  One set is differentiated with
color.

Quickly combine slides from the 2 sets to create the perfect
combination for each student.



The movie version
of the book from

the unit.



The digital
activities are click

and drag.



Each unit comes
with a set of slides

that are
differentiated

with color.



There are also slides
with the experiments
laid out and ways for
students to record
their observations.



I realize there will be some
students out there unable
to do cutting activities.  I
have a blog post with ways
to complete activities
without a pair of scissors!!Click Here to read more!!

https://specialneedsforspecialkids.org/2020/04/27/no-scissors-allowed/

